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“Boots on the Ground” Inside Syria? The Pentagon Comes to the Rescue of the
“Islamic State” (ISIS)

By Prof Michel Chossudovsky, October 28 2015

The Pentagon together with NATO, Turkey and Israel, et al, have routinely dispatched their
military advisers, special forces and intelligence operatives to the Syrian war theater. These
foreign forces have operated within rebel ranks from the outset of the war on Syria in March
2011.

UN Votes in Favor of Ending Cuban Blockade 191-2

By Telesur, October 29 2015

Once  again,  the  United  States  and  Israel  voted  against  the  motion  to  end  economic
sanctions.

Israel fast becoming an Armed Ghetto Divorced from Democracy

By Anthony Bellchambers, October 29 2015

Israel’s descent into self-imposed ghettoisation is political, cultural and academic and not, of
course, religious for the bulk of Israelis are secular and the majority of religious Jewry are
not Israeli: have no wish to be so and do not support Netanyahu’s right wing, extremist
agenda.

Palestinian Woman Shot at Bus Station, Six Times: Israeli Police Alter Story Again
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By Jonathan Cook, October 29 2015

The official Israeli story about Israa Abed – the Nazareth woman who was shot six times on
Oct 9 by Israeli security forces as she stood motionless in a bus station – has changed so
many times, it’s difficult to know what to believe any more. By a small miracle she survived
the shooting.

New York Times Ignores Root Cause of Violence in Palestine. Dismisses Israeli State
Terror against an Entire Population

By Stephen Lendman, October 29 2015

Honest  observers  know longstanding Israeli  occupation harshness  is  the root  cause of
current violence – instigated by Israel, responded to courageously by Palestinians, largely
youths and children, putting their lives on the line for freedom, deserving universal support
in their struggle against pure evil.

Syria’s White Helmets: “Soft War” by Way of Deception. The Non-Profit Propaganda
Industry

By Vanessa Beeley, October 29 2015

“[…] it appears that global society is paralyzed in a collective hypnosis – rejecting universal
social interests, thus rejecting reason, to instead fall in line with the position of the powerful
minority that has seized control, a minority that systematically favours corporate interests.”
~ Cory Morningstar
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